CALL TO HONOURABLE MEMBERS OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT -
EUROPE'S CULTURAL AND CREATIVE SECTORS ASK FOR YOUR SUPPORT

UPHOLD THE MANDATE ON COPYRIGHT IN PLENARY VOTE
TO SUPPORT CREATION IN EUROPE

We represent 4.5% of EU GDP and 12 million European jobs. We are the heart and soul of Europe's plurality and rich identities. On July 5 we ask for you to back the mandate adopted by JURI on 20 June which is the result of long and intense negotiations. There is a cynical campaign from tech companies flooding the inboxes of MEPs with scaremongering that the copyright directive would be the end of the internet. Please note that this is the 20th anniversary of their first claim that copyright provisions would break the internet. This has never happened.

WE NEED AN INTERNET THAT IS FAIR AND SUSTAINABLE FOR ALL